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The nature of man is always the same; 
it is their habits that separate them.” 

Confucius 
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Habit Breaking & Making for Success 
ave you ever said or heard any of the following statements? “Smoking 
is really not good for me. This will absolutely be my last cigarette. I’m 

done!” 
 

“I’ll begin my diet on Monday and stick with it this time. I really want to get 
into that dress for the big event.” 

 
“I’m cutting up the credit cards once and for all and not accepting any  new 
ones that come in the mail.  Good bye debt!” 

 
I’m pretty sure the answer is yes. You have at least heard these kinds of state- 
ments and very likely made one or two of them yourself  or some version  
of them. I must admit I’m guilty of the one about dieting. And when we say 
these statements, I believe we really mean them. But what happens? Why do 
we so often fail at achieving the desired stated outcome? This matter can be 
very complex and can be a topic for a whole book in itself but let’s take a few 
steps toward greater understanding. 

 
First let me say that habits, in and of themselves, are not good or bad — it  
is the specific repeated behavior, in a specific context that determines its 
categorization. Habits, in general, serves us in a very important way. I read 
one author put it this way, “Our habits give our brain a rest by putting some 
activities we do often on autopilot.” That is really a good thing! Just imagine 
if we had to consciously think through every single thing we do i.e. the step- 
by-step process to brush my teeth or comb my hair. I can’t even imagine 
what it would be like if  we had to do such a thing.  So, hooray for habits… 
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the good ones. 
 

I love the story I once heard about a wise teacher who illustrated the power of 
bad habits in the following manner. She took a spool of thread and wrapped 
it one time around a student’s wrists that were placed together. “This rep- 
resents the power of doing something one time,” she explained. “Can you 
break the thread?” The student easily did so. 

 
Then the teacher wrapped the thread many times around his wrists and re- 
peated the challenge to break the thread. Despite real effort, the thread was 
too strong to be broken. “This is the power of repeated actions, or habits,” 
she explained. 

 
With this simple illustration we can see how any repeated action can soon 
take a foothold of influence on our behavior. This insight can be either excit- 
ing or disturbing depending on the nature of the habit. On the positive side, 
this means you can choose to repeatedly wrap winning behaviors around 
our lives forming habits that can empower you. That is great news and the 
remainder of this book will provide your with several behaviors that lead to 
developing time-tested success habits. 

 
Before we get to that, I think it’s important to dive in a bit more in under- 
standing how habits work and more specifically what can you do to break 
those pesky bad ones. 

 
“A bad habit never disappears miraculously; 

it’s an undo-it-yourself  project.”  Abigail Van Buren 
 

Bad habits, learned, almost automatic thoughts or behaviors that have 
become somehow problematic, are tough to break. While some people 
appear to be able to make change happen simply by setting their mind to   
it, most people struggle, fail, and try again, sometimes going through many 
cycles before succeeding. Also, changing the patterns in our lives differ from 
person to person and behavior to behavior. Giving up cigarettes is different 
than curbing overeating, which is different from changing how you com- 
municate with others, which is different from how you execute your tasks at 
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work and beyond. Further, each person’s habits are driven by different crav- 
ings. But with time, effort, perseverance, self discipline and a strategy any 
habit can be reshaped.  Better habits are sure to triumph. 

 
It is very important to consider that people often believe the impetus or 
trigger for bad habits are all or mostly external stimuli when in fact it is of- 
ten something going on internally. Looking beyond the surface is especially 
important to consider if you just can’t seem to make the change you want. 
What is the belief behind the behavior? Take a closer look inside to identify 
the true roadblock. You might consider talking it out with someone you 
trust. 

 
It is interesting to know that bad habits can be physically addicting… 
and so can good ones. Let me explain. The more you do something or 
think about doing it, (good or bad), the more difficult it will be to break free 
of it on a physical level. Why? Because your body will begin to crave the 
associated peptide boost. You see, every experience we have, real or imag- 
ined, will trigger releases of chemicals from our hypothalamus (the chemical 
manufacturing center of our brain) called neuropeptides or peptides. 

 
Neuropeptides are the amino acids that are carried in the blood stream that 
activate neurons in the brain. There is evidence that the release of neuropep- 
tides in the blood stream in response to a repeated stimulus, is responsible 
for developing an addiction to certain stimulators, whether internal, external, 
positive or negative. 

 
All habits are usually initiated to experience some expression of pleasure or 
altered state. The more we engage in a particular habitual behavior, the more 
the brain releases peptides in response. The brain then craves more and more 
of the same feeling and reinforcement. What is exciting about this is the idea 
that we can literally wire our own brains for success using our thoughts, be- 
lief systems, perceptions and behaviors. Stimulating (or programming) our 
brains with thoughts and activities that will undergird our success is just a 
wonderful thing. That is what this book is all about. Get ready! 

 
Habits have three basic components that make up what is called a  habit 
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loop or cycle. The first component is the actual behavior itself or routine. 
This is what we think of the we think about habits. The second component 
is the payoff or reward. This is something that your brain likes that helps it 
remember the “habit loop” in the future. Sometimes the brain will remem- 
ber the downside or detriment of the behavior. This done repeatedly can still 
be a part of the equation. The third component is the trigger or cue. This 
tells the brain to go into automatic mode and let a behavior unfold. Identify- 
ing each component for your specific habit facilitates the ability to effectively 
interrupt the pattern and choose alternative behavior that will yield more 
desirable results. 

 
With that as a backdrop, lets begin to look at some strategies and suggestions 
on changing undesirable habits and experiencing sustainable success. 

 
• Be intentionally aware of your habit and the loop / cycle compo- 

nents. Raise your awareness of your behavior. Try keeping a log of your 
behavior for a week or two, or longer if needed to monitor less frequent 
circumstances and behavior. Note if there is a certain place or time or 
circumstance that triggers it. Why do you do it? How do you feel when 
doing it? How do you feel after doing it? It is vital to understand your 
behavior before you can effectively change your behavior. Then com- 
mit to acting out the new behavior immediately upon any inclination to 
perpetrate the old. Just keep replacing the old behavior with the new 
deliberately, until the new becomes your first response. 

 
• Recognize your rationalizing statements made just before you do 

it again. What are you permission-giving thoughts? How do you justify 
doing what you said you did not want to do but doing it anyway? Really 
take a good look at these statements. Intentionally call yourself on the 
carpet and hold yourself accountable. 

 
• Leverage the power of pain. Use the thought of the pain of the nega- 

tive outcome(s) you’re sure to experience if you continue to act habitu- 
ally to propel you to act differently. Also, manage your environment. 
Make your old habit difficult or unpleasant to do. If, for example, you 
don’t want to eat certain foods, don’t have them in your house or  easily 
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accessible. If you don’t want to watch so much TV, unplug it or them! 
Create an environment where it is difficult if not impossible to carry out 
the bad behavior. 

 
• Focus on what you want to do vs. what you don’t want to do. Re- 

member what you’re really trying to do is replace a bad, undermining 
habitual behavior with a great, supportive one. Identify the desired re- 
placement behavior and put your mental and physical energy in making 
that the new norm. 

 
• Set yourself up to win. Set up your environment so that it is easy or 

conducive for your desired behavior choice and difficult for the undesir- 
able choices. Some call this “choice architecture.” Place yourself among 
others doing what you want to do. If you want to exercise more, have 
all you need to do so readily available and attractive. Also, identify the 
potential obstacles, pushback and/or difficulties you may encounter dur- 
ing this change process? Avoid trigger locations and circumstances. Get 
new friends if your current ones are not supporting your choice. Really 
see them and then plan counter responses to every one. You must get se- 
rious if you seriously want to make success habits your modus operandi. 

 
• Get support! Ideally seek out others who either are making a similar 

change or have done so to be your cheerleaders…to encourage you and 
even provide additional reasons and resources to help you press through. 
Of course you have to proactively reach out when you need that boost. 
Choose to ask for the help at the point of need rather than struggle in 
silence. 

 
• Bolster your faith and belief in yourself. Reflect back on your past 

achievements remembering that you have what it takes to do amazing 
things. Remember who you are and whose you are and know that with 
just a bit of renewed commitment at defining moments victory and suc- 
cess can be had. Yes, you already have what it takes to win, you simply 
need to make that a dominating truth in your head. 

 
• Speak empowering words to yourself—reprogram your   thinking. 
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Positive statements that support your desired outcome(s) consistently 
repeated is a powerful tool to assist you in achieving your goal. It is im- 
portant that they are grounded in reality. 

 
• Begin with small steps and leverage the small wins. Break the hab- 

it changing process down into bite-sized activities that can yield many 
victories along the way to optimal success. Some of the foundational 
steps could be making the commitment (in writing) to make the change; 
doing research on what it will take to make the change; making the rel- 
evant preparations for the change; identifying the potential obstacles and 
countering behavior; etc. Note each of the suggestions made in this 
chapter can and likely should be some of the small steps you make on 
your path to winning big. 

 
• Decide that victory / success is the only option. As stated above, 

changing engrained behavior is not often simple or easy. It will take 
commitment, persistence, self discipline and a bit of patience, compas- 
sion and respect for yourself as you take this journey to a better you. 
Embrace and maintain a long term perspective. Remember your behav- 
ior today shapes your experiences tomorrow. Additionally it is important 
to love yourself as you’re making the change. The best laid plans do not 
always work out as planned the first time. Habit breaking and forming is 
a process.  Just stick with it and success will be yours. 
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Be Inspired 
“Habits are safer than rules; you don’t have to watch them. And you don’t 
have to keep them either. They keep you.”  Frank Crane 

 
“Successful people are simply those with successful habits. Brian Tracy 

 
You leave old habits behind by starting out with the thought, ‘I release the 
need for this in my life’. Wayne Dyer 

 
Creativity is a habit, and the best creativity is the result of good work habits. 
Twyla Tharp 

 
It is easier to prevent bad habits than to break them. Benjamin Franklin 

 
The people you surround yourself  with influence your behaviors, so choose 
friends who have healthy habits. Dan Buettner 

 
Achieve success in any area of life by identifying the optimum strategies and 
repeating them until they become habits. Charles J. Givens 

 
Most people don’t have that willingness to break bad habits. They have a lot 
of excuses and they talk like victims. Carlos Santana 

Dig Deeper 
Switch: How to Change Things When Change Is Hard  Authors: Chip 

Heath and Dan Heath 
 

Making Habits, Breaking Habits: Why We Do Things, Why We Don’t, and 
How to Make Any Change Stick  Author: Jeremy Dean 

 
Nudge: Improving Decisions About Health, Wealth, and Happiness Au- 

thor: Richard H. Thaler and Cass R. Sunstein 
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